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Jay Fox Band LLC, 2425 Leesmoor Lane, Fort Wayne, IN 46808-1645 Ph. 260-483-6071 
Web www.jayfoxband.com Email: jayfoxband@msn.com Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/jayfoxbandcompany 

Ebay: https://www.ebay.com/str/jayfoxbandcostore 
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E VENT Keyboard and Arranger is 
designed to provide easy access to 
the most sophis t icated s ty le 

a rch i tec tu re funct iona l i t i es ever 
developed on an arranger keyboard. 
Over 400 Styles are available: divided 
into Real Styles, Live Styles or MIDI 
Styles according to the contents, with 
the possibility of saving any customized 
configuration in the User memory. The 
Real Styles, with their impressive authenticity, stand out because some of the backing tracks are 
in full audio format. It features a rich manual Lower section, with three independent parts and 
Mono / Poly modes. Find out about the EVENT’s Stem features on page 5.

THE ALL NEW KETRON EVENT 
KEYBOARD ARRANGER

call for info: 260-483-6071

• 76 Semi-weighted, velocity-
sensitive keys with aftertouch


• 464 Voices with 3 different 
sounds each


• 62 Drum kits + 580 live drums

• Dual/Layer

• Split

• Over 400 styles

• 4 Banks with unlimited 

registrations each

• 216-Voice polyphonic


• 7" Touch screen display

• 15 Sliders with LED indicator

• 8 Pots

• Pitch bend and modulation 

wheel

• Audio & Midi Recording

• Audio player with 5+1 

multitracks

• 2 Separate players

• Effects: DSP (reverb, chorus, 

flanger, overdrive, distortion, 

tremolo, autopan, equalizer, 
etc.)


• 3-Voice vocalist for mic input 1

• 240 GB SSD (80GB for 

system)

• SD card slot (up to 512 GB)

• 1 GB user sample memory

• Bluetooth audio (input)

• WiFi network connection to 

Ketron App

• HDMI out

Here are a few features of the Event

http://www.jayfoxband.com
mailto:jayfoxband@msn.com
https://www.facebook.com/jayfoxbandcompany
https://www.ebay.com/str/jayfoxbandcostore
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THE LATEST KETRON SD-90 MODULE

JAY FOX & THE BAVARIAN SHOWTIME BAND RECORDINGS 
www.jayfoxband.com/band/recordings. 

The Unique Sound 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 CD’s- 5 different releases $12 each.

Free Shipping on most products delivered in the Continental United States
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K etron’s latest module is called the SD-90. 
This module has the latest sounds with a 
7” color Touch screen display, 670 GM 

sounds, 368 preset Voices and 300 Styles to 
choose from. This unit features the best quality 
arranger with real Audio drums, bass and 
guitar voices recorded direct from live 
musicians onto the drive. New Grand Piano 
voices, and high quality tonewheel organ and 
Orchestral sounds have all been added. The 
keyboard stores all its functions on an internal 
SSD 16Gig card with no moving parts and has 
3 USB host ports and 1 device. With a player 
that recognizes Wav, Midi, Mp3, Mp4, Avi, 

Mov, Flv, Cdg, Jpg, Txt, Pdf files it is 
compatible with most every common format 
on the market. 


WIRELESS/DIGITAL ACCORDION - THE VIVO ! call for info: 260-483-6071

call for info: 260-483-6071

S IWA & FIGLI in Italy have developed a 17 
pound Midi Wireless and Reedless 
accordion system . The Vivo features 600 

internal sounds (100 are accordion 
selections) , 5 separate Sections, Treble Air 
Valve technology, dynamic bellow air 
adjustment for left and right sides and 24 
Memories for quick recall. The volume, octave 
and sounds for each section can be adjusted 
individually. Need to change keys? No 
problem, the Vivo has the ability to transpose 
in all keys. Wireless transmission is in the 2.4 
MHz with very reliable performance. It works 
with all Midi modules and with the Ketron 

brand is has wireless 
drum functions! Very 
simple programming 
and lightweight 
design with full size 
keys 41 and 120 
bass. Available in 
black, multiple colors 
and wood finishes.


$ 5395 Black  

Add $400 for Blue

http://www.jayfoxband.com/band/recordings
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KETRON SD 90 

 
7” Color touchscreen, 300 styles, 670 sounds, 
16 gig SSD, 3 voice Vocalizer, 3 outputs, 3 
USB ports, 
If you need a professional musical instrument 
that can back you up and enhance your music in 
real time with Live Audio Drums, Guitars, Bass 
and much more, allows you to seamlessly  
interact between Midifiles and live performances 
(LaunchPad), playback multimedia files including 
videos and Karaoke, then the Ketron SD90 is for 
you. It’s a music station with high-quality sounds 
and beats and tons of features geared towards 
musicians and studio engineers which are very 
easy to control thanks to it’s large color touch 
screen.

KETRON SD 40 

7” Color touchscreen, 260 styles, 368 sounds, 
16 gig SSD, 3 voice Vocalizer, 3 outputs, 3 
USB ports  
This unit is a powerful Arranger and Player 
module especially designed for applications with 
Master keyboards, Digital Pianos and MIDI 
Accordions. As expander version of the 
acclaimed KETRON SD7, the SD40 provides the 
same musical and technical functionalities of the 
keyboard, offering a new professional sound 
generation with a huge Audio Drum library, Styles 
on the best KETRON tradition with Style 
Modeling, an extra-versatile Player and modern 
Multimedia capabilities.


$ 3299 
$ 3499 with Ajamsonic Upgrade

$ 2699 
$ 2899 with Ajamsonic Upgrade
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PROFESSIONAL SOUND MODULES

Ajamsonic package upgrades internal memory from 16 Gig to 64 Gig SSD, and gives you 
approximately 20 extra voices, 200 extra styles and over 2000 Wav, Mp3 and Mid files. 
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KETRON MidJ Pro  
This groundbreaking module redefines the 
standard for the contemporary live entertainer. 
With full colour touch screen this is the perfect 
companion for the all round performer. With full 
multimedia support (Midi, Wav, MP3, MP4, Jpg, 
Pics, Karaoke and DVI) there will be very few 
gigs you are unprepared for! High quality 
KETRON sound card, arranger section, 
Vocalizer, Juke Box, HD recording and 
advanced USB and SD file management your 
diary is sure to be full.

$ 2599 
$ 2799 with Ajamsonic Upgrade

KETRON SD 1000 

The Ketron SD1000 contains 512 high-quality 
sound patches, 47 drum sets, and 248 drum 
loops. It is also a fully compatible "sound 
upgrade" for use with programs using General 
MIDI (GM) protocols. 
 
Add realism to any midi or any Midi gear such 
as Piano, Organ, Guitar or Accordion!

$ 599
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PROFESSIONAL SOUND MODULES

KETRON LOUNGE 

The Lounge is a professional multimedia player that 
can read and play a wide set of file formats, including 
Midi, Mp3, Wav, Txt, Pdf, Mp4 and more.The Lounge 
comes with all the features and functions you need for 
a great karaoke night, such as Lyrics, Lead Mute, 
Crossfade, Search and XFade as weel as 2 x 
Microphone independent inputs with Effects and a 3 
voice Vocalizer. 
The Lounge features an high quality sound generation 
engine, packed with the amazing KETRON Sounds and 
with 62 new Acoustic and Electronic Stereo Drum kits 
to ensure the best reproduction for the GM Midi songs. 
The Lounge also includes Stem technology. $ 2499

Ajamsonic package upgrades internal memory from 16 Gig to 64 Gig SSD, and gives you 
approximately 20 extra voices, 200 extra styles and over 2000 Wav, Mp3 and Mid files. 

The Stem feature plays up to five audio tracks simultaneously and in sync. Each audio track 
has individual mute and volume controls, it is possible to change its pitch and tempo without 
changing the pitch of the rhythm. With the LOUNGE, you can exclude one or more tracks from 
playback, for example, piano or bass, to play them live. 

call for info: 260-483-6071
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PROFESSIONAL ARRANGER KEYBOARDS

KETRON SD 60 

61 note, speakers built in, 7” Color 
touchscreen, 300 styles, 670 sounds, 16 
gig SSD, KETRON keyboards have always 
been recognized for their sound quality and 
the special touch of their arrangements/
styles. Following this tradition, KETRON 
introduce once again a new instrument with 
unique musical character, new technology, 
new functions and new state-of-the-art 
sounds. Now more than ever the SD60 is 
the right choice for the professional live 
entertainers, the home studio producers as 
well as the hobbyist.

$ 4999      $ 5299 with Ajamsonic Upgrade

KETRON EVENT 

76 note, 7” Color 
touchscreen, over 400 
styles, over 1200 
sounds, 250 gig SSD 
Over 400 Styles are 
available: divided into 
Real Styles, Live Styles 
or MIDI Styles according to 
the contents, with the possibility of saving any customized configuration in the User 
memory. HDMI outThe Real Styles, with their impressive authenticity, stand out because 
some of the backing tracks are in full audio format. It features a rich manual Lower section, 
with three independent parts and Mono / Poly modes. 


$ 4499 
$ 4699 with Ajamsonic Upgrade
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KETRON SD 9 

76 note, 7” Color touchscreen, 300 styles, 
670 sounds, 16 gig SSD, 3 voice 
Vocalizer,KETRON keyboards have always 
been recognized for their sound quality and 
the special touch of their arrangements/styles. 
Following this tradition, KETRON introduce 
once again a new instrument with unique 
musical character, new technology, new 
functions and new state-of-the-art sounds. 
Fully compatible with its predecessor SD7, 
now more than ever the SD9 is the right choice 
for the professional live entertainers, the home 
studio producers as well as the hobbyist. 

$ 4499      
 $ 4699 with Ajamsonic 

call for info: 260-483-6071

The Stem feature plays up to five audio tracks simultaneously and in sync. Each audio track has individual 
mute and volume controls, it is possible to change its pitch and tempo without changing the pitch of the 
rhythm. With the EVENT, you can exclude one or more tracks from playback, for example, piano or bass, to 
play them live. 
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KETRON KEYBOARDS 
professional arranger keyboards
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KETRON SD 7 

61 note keyboard with speakers, 543 
sounds, 4096 memories, 200 drum styles, 
USB, Vocalizer,The KETRON SD7 keyboard is 
the product of a long, passionate development 
process and in-depth musical research. Finally, 
both worlds of a professional class arranger 
and performance keyboard have been merged 
like never before into one incredible machine. 
Whether you want to play music with friends 
as a DJ, do karaoke style, simply play 
something creative and inspiring or write your 
own music - the SD7 will assist you in all 
scenarios with its comprehensive, innovative 
features and professional sound.

$ 3399 
$ 3599 with Ajamsonic Upgrade

Deluxe Volume Pedal $69 

13 EFX Pedal $275 

6 EFX Pedal $175 

Volume Pedal 4 switch tonality $295 

13 note MIDI Bass Pedals $425 
 
Computer Cable Interface $35 

GATOR Hard Case for Module SD 40 $139 

GATOR Hard Case for Module SD 90 $169 

GATOR Hard Case for Keyboards $364 

USB & SD Card Reader $399 

USB Drive Floppy Emulator $150

KETRON ACCESSORIES

Ajamsonic package upgrades internal memory from 16 Gig to 64 Gig SSD, and gives you 
approximately 20 extra voices, 200 extra styles and over 2000 Wav, Mp3 and Mid files. 

KETRON UPGRADES
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TRAYNOR 
high quality amps and sound

TRAYNOR BLOCK 10  
The Traynor Block10 keyboard combo amplifier 
delivers 200 Watts of clean power into a 
specially optimized 10-inch speaker/horn 
combination.


Four input channels allow direct connection to 
stereo keyboards, laptops, electronic drums, 
sound modules and microphones, making it the 
most compact mixer/speaker solution in the 
Traynor line. A handy link function allows two 
Block10 amplifiers to be connected for stereo 
operation with double the input channels.

$ 759

KEYBOARD SPEAKERS / AMPS

TRAYNOR BLOCK 12  
The Traynor Block12 keyboard combo amplifier 
delivers 200 Watts of clean power into a 
specially optimized 12-inch speaker/horn 
combination.


Four input channels allow direct connection to 
stereo keyboards, laptops, electronic drums, 
sound modules and microphones, making it the 
most compact mixer/speaker solution in the 
Traynor line. A handy link function allows two 
Block12 amplifiers to be connected for stereo 
operation with double the input channels.

$ 769
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TRAYNOR DW 10 
The 200-watt ultra-compact DW10 has been 
designed from the ground up to handle wide 
dynamic range and transient nature of modern 
electronic drum kits easily and effectively. Ideal for 
stage, private practice or rehearsal hall, the Traynor 
DW10 drum amplifier uses a compact wedge 
monitor format and a high power low distortion 10-
inch woofer and 1-inch compression driver on a PA 
style horn to deliver maximum tone and clarity.

$ 699
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YORKVILLE PASSIVE SERIES VGM14 
Compact Mixer  The Yorkville VGM14 delivers 
the essential features needed in a professional 
ultra-compact live sound mixer. All metal 
chassis design, effective fully featured input 
channel design, high quality 60mm faders 
throughout, 24-bit digital effects, and break 
switch make the VGM14 the perfect mixer for 
live music applications and for small installs. An 
IEC AC input (no proprietary adaptor or wall-
wart required) for ultra reliable mobile operation. 
USB Audio I/O, additional media inputs, two 
High Impedance instrument level inputs for 
acoustic guitars or bass offer maximum 
connectivity for various audio sources.

$ 689

MIXERS AND AMPLIFIERS

YORKVILLE PASSIVE SERIES PGM8 
Compact Mixer  The Yorkville PGM8 delivers all 
of the essential features needed in a professional 
mixer in a convenient, ultra-compact package. 
High quality 60mm faders throughout, effective 
fully featured input channel design, 24-bit digital 
effects, and break switch make the PGM8 the 
perfect mixer for live music applications and for 
small installs.

$ 439

M1610-2 - Mixer/Amp - 2x 800w, 10 Inputs 
The 1600-watt M1610 has two integrated 800-
watt power amplifiers that can be assigned as 
stereo mains, or mono main and mono monitor. 
Each amplifier is attached to an innovative 
master EQ section designed specifically for 
these new mixers.


M810-2 - Mixer/Amp - 2x 400w, 10 Inputs 
The 800-watt M810 has two integrated 400-
watt power amplifiers that can be assigned as 
stereo mains, or mono main and mono monitor. 
Each amplifier is attached to an innovative 
master EQ section designed specifically for 
these new mixers. The master EQ has a 9-band 
graphic EQ with additional high and low 
shelving EQ's at either end of the frequency 
band.

$ 1309 $ 1180

unpowered

POWERED

FOX TRACKS                                                                                                         2023
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YORKVILLE EXM MOBILE 
Yorkville Sound is excited to introduce the 
EXM-Mobile, our first Canadian designed and 
manufactured battery-powered PA speaker. 
Boasting a 5.5 hour runtime at full output power 
and a standby battery life well in excess of 48 
hours, this speaker is capable of getting you 
through a variety of gigs where AC power is 
simply not an option. Tipping the scales at just 
under 20 pounds, the EXM-Mobile uses two 
high-quality 6.5-inch woofers and a studio 
monitor quality soft dome tweeter to deliver 
high-fidelity sound in an ultra-portable package. 

$ 629

BATTERY   POWERED   LOUDSPEAKERS

YORKVILLE EXM MOBILE SUB 
The EXM Mobile Sub is the first-ever lithium ion 
battery powered subwoofer in Pro Audio history.


Equipped with two 8-inch woofers, the EXM 
Mobile Sub delivers tremendous bass for the 
Musician & DJ on the go. This sub supports 
mobile & wireless gigs anywhere without 
comprising the low end. The big sound of the 
club and concert hall can now be brought to the 
driveway gig, backyard party, or wedding tent.


Only 30lbs….Easy on the back.

$ 899
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YORKVILLE EXM MOBILE 8

The EXM Mobile8, a lightweight 3-way battery-
powered speaker, provides the perfect solution 
for the Musician or DJ on the go.

Boasting 5 ½ hours of performance at high 
levels, the EXM Mobile8 battery-advantage 
proves you can take your sound anywhere. 
With an 8-inch woofer and a coaxial mid-range 
driver/tweeter, the EXM Mobile8 is a true 3-way 
speaker in a landscape where most battery-
powered compact speakers of this size are 2-
way models. The 3-way design provides max 
bass and ultra intelligibility, and the multi-angle 
geometry offers flexibility to fit any environment.

$ 659

YORKVILLE EXM MOBILE 12 
Yorkville Sound is thrilled to release the EXM 
Mobile 12, a lightweight twelve-inch battery 
powered speaker with a one-inch horn driver. For 
decades, sound solutions for events in wedding 
tents, outdoor gigs or non-traditional venues 
needed to take external power into consideration. 
The EXM Mobile 12 puts the days of renting 
power generators for specialty gigs behind us.

$ 939
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NX35-2       Passive - non-powered 
The NX35-2 is the next evolution of the molded loudspeaker. 
Based on its predecessor, the popular NX20, 
the NX35-2 incorporates many new features and subtle 
improvements. For example, the NX35-2 is slightly larger that 
the NX20.and that increased cabinet volume greatly 
increases low frequency output making for balanced overall 
response with high efficiency. Its deep-excursion 12-inch 
woofer easily handles 500 watts and is complemented by a 
smooth, 1-inch compression driver on a custom 80° x 50° 
ABS waveguide horn similar to those used in the renowned 
élite loudspeaker line. 

NX55P-2 
Yorkville Sound's best selling fully featured 
flagship active loudspeaker has been redesigned 
for 2014. A new power amplifier design delivers 
an earth shattering 1000 watts Program (2000 
watts peak for maximum headroom) making it our 
best performing, most versatile cabinet in the NX 
Series.

The NX55P-2 enclosure itself has been molded 
for maximum versatility. The trapezoid box is ideal 
for mounting in arrays, or for use as a monitor 
cabinet with well-protected inputs and controls. 
Designed for maximum versatility, the NX55P-2 
can be used in any orientation, including close to 
walls, floors and in close arrays with multiple 
cabinets. Particular care was taken designing the 
components to reduce extraneous heat 
production.$ 649

POWERED    PA    SPEAKERS

NX25P-2 
The new NX25P-2 offers the best value in a 12-
inch and horn active loudspeaker cabinet. The bi-
amped 300-watt (Program) power module has a 
minimum of controls yet provides maximum 
versatility making the NX25P the ideal solution for 
many applications.

Two-band EQ, XLR balanced microphone input 
as will as balanced combi-jack line input on the 
power module means the NX25P-2 can be easily 
connected to any source and quickly EQ 
balanced for the room. An XLR balanced line 
output allows multiple cabinets to be linked 
together for use in an array or for easy 
distribution around a large room when used as 
repeater cabinets.

$ 1079

$ 539
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XYL15SP 
The YXL15SP Powered Subwoofer offers our best 
ratio of power, performance and value for an 
active subwoofer enclosure. Providing 500 watts 
(1000 watts peak) with efficient speaker 
components, the YXL Series is extremely loud for 
its size.

The YXL15SP is equipped with a 15-inch woofer 
(with 3-inch voice coil) and is driven by an 
onboard class D amplifier stated to deliver 500 
watts program and 1,000 watts peak. Stated 
frequency response is 45 to 100 Hz (+/-3 dB) and 
maximum SPL is 128 dB (peak).


$ 429

AFFORDABLE POWERED PA SPEAKERS

XYL10P 
The YXL cabinets use a single driver and 90 x 40 
degree horn with 1-inch throat and 1-inch 
compression driver. Constructed from strong 
Polypropylene, YXL is poised to uphold Yorkville's 
reputation for reliability and durability. The cabinets 
can be positioned upright or used as a monitor 
wedge. 
Designed as an all-purpose speaker with the 
Musician & DJ in mind, each YXL cabinet features 3 
channels. The cabinet supports Bluetooth streaming 
and EQ pushbutton controls for Concert, Club & 
Monitor modes.
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XYL12P 
The YXL cabinets use a single driver and 90 x 40 
degree horn with 1-inch throat and 1-inch 
compression driver. Constructed from strong 
Polypropylene, YXL is poised to uphold Yorkville's 
reputation for reliability and durability. The cabinets 
can be positioned upright or used as a monitor 
wedge.


XYL15P 
Designed as an all-purpose speaker with the 
Musician & DJ in mind, each YXL cabinet features 3 
channels. The cabinet supports Bluetooth streaming 
and EQ pushbutton controls for Concert, Club & 
Monitor modes.

$ 519

$ 599

$ 809
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PARASOURCE POWERED PA SPEAKERS

PS10P 
The most compact cabinet in the Parasource 
Series, the PS10P uses a high efficiency 10-inch 
woofer (with 2-inch voicecoil) to deliver extreme 
low end punch from as small a physical cabinet 
volume as possible. Wide 90° x 70° (H x V) 
conical horn delivers improved constant 
directivity and far better midrange response than 
competitive cabinets in this class.

Designed for maximum versatility, the PS10P 
works equally well as a Front-of House cabinet, 
side fill cabinet or floor monitor. Innovative and 
highly efficient passive cooling scheme ensures 
the PS10P will operate in any environment 
without need of noisy internal dust collecting 
fans. Integrated reinforced flypoints ensure the 
PS10P can be flown quickly and easily in any 
fixed installation.

$ 1189

PS12P 
Designed to be the most versatile cabinet in the 
Parasource Series, the PS12P uses a high power 
12-inch woofer (with 3-inch voicecoil) to deliver 
maximum tone and low frequency response. The 
focused 85° x 50° (H x V) conical horn delivers 
improved constant directivity and better midrange 
response than competitive cabinets in this class. 
Integrated DSP ensures the PS12P can operate in 
any application without complex external 
processing. A simple one-button high pass filter 
switch rolls off low frequency material when 
PS12P is used with any Paraline Series or 
powered élite System subwoofer.

$ 1379

PS15P 
As the largest cabinet in the Parasource Series, the PS15P delivers 
maximum bottom end from a high power 15-inch ceramic woofer 
(with 3-inch voicecoil). A focused 85° x 50° (H x V) conical horn 
delivers improved constant directivity and better midrange response 
than competitive cabinets in this class.

Integrated DSP ensures the PS15P can operate in any application 
without complex external processing. A simple one-button high pass 
filter switch rolls off low frequency material when PS15P is used with 
any Paraline Series or powered élite System subwoofer. Bass boost 
delivers remarkably improved bottom end response from the PS15P 
without cluttering midrange program or affecting the cabinet's 
overall intelligibility - making it the perfect small speaker solution for 
larger events where additional subwoofer support is not available.

$ 1459
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PARASOURCE PS15S 
15-inch - 1000 wattsThe 1000-watt compact single 15-inch active 
PS15S bass reflex subwoofer is one of the most versatile compact 
active subwoofers Yorkville Sound offers. Designed to be the ideal 
companion to the Parasource PS12P full range loudspeaker, the PS15S 
actually can be easily integrated in to virtually any small or medium 
format PA application. Capable of connecting to any audio source 
(including speaker level input) the PS15S can easily be added to virtually 
any mobile live sound or installation PA system quickly for added low 
end support.

PARASOURCE POWERED SUBWOOFERS

PARASOURCE PS12S 
12-inch - 900 wattsThe 900-watt ultra compact single 12-inch active 
PS12S bass reflex subwoofer is the ideal companion sub for the PS10P 
full range loudspeaker system. Solid 15mm birch plywood cabinet 
construction and an efficient Class-D power amplifier design provide 
unmatched long-term reliability in the field.

$ 1439

$ 1629

PARALINE PSA-1S 
Dual 12-inch - 1400 wattsThe 1400-watt dual 12-inch active PSA1S 
bass reflex subwoofer is the ideal companion sub for the PSA1 full 
range loudspeaker system. Solid 15mm birch plywood cabinet 
construction and an integrated all-metal pole-mount adaptor make the 
PSA1S the perfect platform for stacking PSA1 cabinets in a scalable 
array system. Compact design, heavy-duty wheels and handles ensure 
the PSA1S can easily be handled by a single operator for economical 
system set-up.

PARALINE PSA-2S 
Dual 15-inch - 2400 wattsThe 4800-watt (peak - 2400 watt program) 
dual 15-inch active PSA2S bass reflex subwoofer is the ideal companion 
sub for the PSA1 full range loudspeaker system. Solid 15mm birch 
plywood cabinet construction and an integrated all-metal pole-mount 
adaptor make the PSA2S the perfect platform for stacking PSA1 
cabinets in a scalable array system.

PARALINE POWERED SUBWOOFERS

$ 2019

$ 2539
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PARALINE POWERED SPEAKERS

EXM400 
The Yorkville Sound Excursion EXM400 Compact PA is a 400 watt, 
four channel Bluetooth enabled active stereo system built with 
mobile live sound in mind. Lightweight compact extension speakers, 
innovative pole-through connectivity and versatile input / mixer 
functions ensure the EXM400 can easily be used in small solo or duo 
performances, DJ applications, conferencing and public address 
functions. 

Designed for maximum mobility, the center of the EXM400 is a 
compact powered subwoofer module with integrated mixer. Two 
high efficiency satellite speakers and two speaker poles complete 
the core package. Connectivity between subwoofer / mixer and 
satellite speakers is handled with innovative pole through 
conductors, meaning no extra cabling is required.

$ 1359
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PSA 1 
Yorkville Sound's Paraline Series active full range loudspeaker 
system delivers the clarity and precision of a complex line array 
system in a compact, user friendly format. Innovative cabinet design 
uses Yorkville Sound's proven Paraline high frequency lens 
technology pioneered in our flagship VTC Elevation Series line array 
cabinets. 

Two BMS 1.75-inch compression drivers mounted to the patented 
Paraline lens delivers a focused 15-degree vertical dispersion and 
wide 110 degree horizontal coverage. The 6-inch woofers provide a 
tight and ultra responsive low frequency program. 

Ideal for mobile PA applications in venues where access to complex 
trussing or roof hangs isn't practical, the Yorkville PSA1 cabinet 
mounts quickly and securely on a typical speaker stand. Innovative 
dual position stand mount offers two potential cabinet angles for 
expanded setup options. Up to two PSA1 cabinets can be stacked 
safely and securely on a single traditional stand.

$ 1929
OTHER SPEAKERS
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OTHER EQUIPMENT

TRIPP LITE POWER CONDITIONER LS606M, 
600 watts total coverage Maintains usable 120V nominal output to 
sensitive electronics during severe brownouts and overvoltages. 
Prevents surges and spikes from damaging circuitry. Filters out 
potentially disruptive line noise. $ 150

                   POWER CONDITIONERS
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Line conditioners regulate the voltage to connected equipment, protecting under and over voltages, 
voltage spikes and other damaging problems. A must for digital equipment such as accordions, 
modules, and keyboards. Tripp Lite models carry from $10,000 to $25,000 insurance.

TRIPP LITE POWER CONDITIONER LC1200, 
1200 watts total coverage Maintains usable 120V nominal output to 
sensitive electronics during severe brownouts and overvoltages. 
Prevents surges and spikes from damaging circuitry. Filters out 
potentially disruptive line noise. $ 190
TRIPP LITE POWER CONDITIONER LC1800 
1800 watts total coverage Maintains usable 120V nominal output to 
sensitive electronics during severe brownouts and overvoltages. 
Prevents surges and spikes from damaging circuitry. Filters out 
potentially disruptive line noise. $ 250

STANDS

MODULE OR PA 
STAND YORKVILLE 
IKS24, 

black folding, 4 legged 
telescoping, top tilts, 
$69

TRIPP LITE POWER CONDITIONER LC2400   $ 320 
The Tripp Lite LC2400 2,400 Watt 120-Volt Line Conditioner adjusts 
under- and overvoltages to provide safe, computer-grade AC power. 
The automatic voltage regulation (AVR) offers 3 levels of voltage 
stabilization that corrects undervoltages as low as 89 volts and 
overvoltages as high as 147 volts back to regulated 120-volt nominal 
power. 
TRIPP LITE POWER CONDITIONER LCR2400 Rack Mount   $ 470

MUSIC 
STANDS 
MANHASSET 


$53  

GATOR FOLDING 
ACCORDION STAND, 


black, tilting, 


$47

GATOR CASES AND 
STANDS NOW 
AVAILABLE
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OTHER EQUIPMENT

R2RT Micro $150

R6RTMini $190

R8RT Mid $240

R10RT Max $260

R12RT All terrain pneumatic wheels $330

R14G Mega cart w/R trac wheels $370

R16RT $330

R18RT $400 
RMH1 Mini Hand Truck $100


                                       4 WHEELED CARTS
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Whether you're a DJ, a drummer, photographer, sound engineer, roadie, handyman, tradesman, 
or just have a bunch of stuff to move from A-to-B, Rock-n-Roller is the way to get it all moved in 
ONE TRIP!

               MUSICIAN THRONES

LUNAR, GAS OPERATED SADDLE 
STYLE SEAT $154, 

Back rest $45

ROC N SOC THRONES, NITRO, GAS 
OPERATED 3 LEGGED FOLDING $154, 

Back rest $45

Foot ring $35, 

Casters $14, 

Case Lunar $91, 

Case Nitro $77

Saddle seats, shocks and rockers reduce fatigue on lower back and legs with a focus on support, 
stability and comfort. We were building ergonomics into our seating long before industries moved in 
that direction.

VOLUME PEDALS
MORLEY LIL ALLIGATOR IN LINE VOLUME PEDAL $86  
YAMAHA FC7 VOLUME PEDAL SUITABLE FOR KETRON PRODUCTS $69 
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INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEOS WITH REWRITTEN MANUALS
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• Video for Ketron SD-90, SD-9, SD-60 with manual, 100 min. DVD $39

• Video for Ketron SD-40, SD-7 with manual, 88 min. DVD $39

  Video for Ketron Midjpro Module with manual, 70 min. DVD $39

• Video for Ketron Audya, Audya 5, Audya 4, with manual, 90 min. DVD $39

• Video for Ketron SD-3 & SD-5 with manual, 90 min. DVD $39

• Video for Ketron XD-3 & XD-9 with manual, 79 min. DVD $39

• Video for Ketron X-1 & X-4 with manual, 90 min. DVD $39

• Video for Ketron SD-1 with manual, 99 min. DVD $39

• Video for Solton MS-40, 50, 60 with manual, 72 min. DVD $39

• Video for Scandalli EWA Reedless/Wireless Accordion 30 min. DVD $31 
• Video for Orlavox Quartet Accordion or L series Accorgan, 27 min. DVD $31

• Video for Iorio K series Accorgan with manual, 39 min. DVD $33 
• Video for Cavagnolo Odyssee Accordion with manual, 46 min. DVD $35

• Parts and Accessories 

• Accordion Road Cases

• Standing Accordion Stand

• Straps - Shoulder and Bass

• Chest Pads


ACCORDION SERVICE AND PARTS
• Full Service Repairs

• Bellows Repair

• Accordion Tuning

• Felt and Pad Replacement

• Electronic Repair on our 

Brands


UNITEC ELITE ATA APPROVED FLIGHT CASES FOR ACCORDIONS    
$440 plus shipping 

Accordion Padded Bag  $80, plus shipping

Accordion Padded Bag with wheels  $130 plus shipping 

Prices subject to change and equipment subject to availability without prior 
notice.


